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Pump up the volume 

Chancellor Philip Hammond’s Budget pledged to add 300,000 homes 
a year, up from 185,000 in 2016. This should support or even strain a 
favourable supply-demand balance, underpinning pricing of 
Forterra’s bricks, blocks and specialist products. The Bison deal may 
bring innovative systems to build homes faster. We have nudged up 
FY 17E estimates after the November trading update, but suspect the 
mid-term outlook could improve further, given this positive backdrop.  

▪ Housing steals limelight in Budget. The 22 November Budget 
pledged to build 300,000 homes pa, supported by an apparent £15bn 
increase in grants for housing associations and other financial support 
across a range of tenures. It is questionable whether this will be fully 
achieved, but we believe volumes will continue to rise, while capacity is 
constrained in the highly consolidated brick and block sectors. 

▪ ‘Shortages’ could be returning. Industry stocks are nearing the lows 
seen in the ‘shortages’ of 2013 - 14. Those, in our view, were more 
illusory than actual; the current tight situation appears more structural 
and imports have been rising again. This may give brickmakers more 
pricing power, but we believe Forterra is likely to exercise restraint.   

▪ Strong cashflow. Forterra’s debt has fallen quicker than expected 
since the IPO, due to underlying profitability, working capital control and 
disciplined investment in rapid payback ‘de-bottlenecking’ projects. 

▪ Bison acquisition demonstrates growth opportunities.  Although 
the Bricks & Blocks division is bigger, we believe Bespoke Products 
could offer greater growth opportunities, either organically through 
innovation, or through opportunistic acquisitions, such as that of Bison, 
that could offer greater exposure to modern construction methods.  

▪ Estimates nudged upwards, scope for further upgrades? We have 
raised EPS estimates for FY 17E by 5.3%, mainly reflecting greater 
brick and block volumes and lower interest costs and raised our 
projected dividend by 4.4%. The potentially stronger pricing power, 
suggests scope for margin estimates to rise in FY 18E and beyond. 

▪ Valuation. On a FY 18E basis, the stock is trading at: P/E, 11.8x; yield, 
3.5%; and EV/EBITDA, 7.9x. This is at a discount to our peer group on 
most measures (page 5). This is not a recommendation: investors 
should use their own views on assessing the relevant risks of the stock. 
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YE DEC  2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Revenue (£m)  290.2   294.5   321.9   359.2  370.1 

EBITDA1 (£m) 67.5  70.6   74.6   80.4   86.8  

EPS1 (p)  20.6   21.4   23.8  24.9 27.5 

DPS (p) -  5.8   9.5  10.4 11.3 

P/E (x)   13.7   12.3   11.8   10.7  

Yield (%)   2.0   3.2   3.5   3.9  

EV/EBITDA (x)   9.6   8.9   7.9   6.9  

Source: Company data, Progressive Equity Research estimates; 1 pro-forma FY15 

FORTERRA 

BUILDING MATERIALS 
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Overview: demand-supply balance improving 

Just about everything seems to be pointing in the right direction for Forterra, in our view: 
already healthy demand for its products looks like strengthening further; capacity is 
constrained in a brick industry that is more consolidated than ever; cashflow continues to 
exceed expectations; and the strong balance sheet is opening up opportunities such as the 
acquisition of Bison. We have nudged up our forecasts following the latest trading statement 
and observe that the shares appear to trade at a discount to peers on most measures. 

Our key themes are: 

▪ Housing production likely to keep increasing. The Budget reinforced the 
government’s intention to increase housebuilding volumes, despite rising for most of this 
decade. Bricks are used in c. 75% of housing and could rise further, we believe (page 7) 

▪ Capacity constrained; ‘shortages looming’? Inventories have been falling due to 
rising deliveries, but with constrained capacity in the highly consolidated brick sector. We 
believe shortages are possible, improving pricing power (page 12). 

▪ Cashflow. Strong cashflow has been a hallmark of the company since its IPO, reducing 
net debt faster than anticipated. Capex has focused on quick payback ‘de-bottlenecking’  

▪ Strong balance sheet opens up growth opportunities. This has allowed the group to, 
for instance, make the opportunistic acquisition of Bison assets, offering it growth options 
against the backdrop of constrained brick and block capacity.   

Forterra in brief: high exposure to housebuilding 

Figure 1: Revenue by product line, LHS, and end market, RHS (%) 

  

Source: Company presentations 

Forterra is Britain's second largest brick manufacturer (after Ibstock), with capacity of c. 585 
million. It also produces complementary housing-focused products including blocks and 
other concrete components, paving, insulation systems and chimneys. It is the former UK 
building products division of the Anglo-US Hanson conglomerate. Formerly Hanson Building 
Products, it returned to the stock market in April 2016 at a price of 180p, having been 
acquired by HeidelbergCement in 2007 and then private equity group Lone Star Funds in 
2015. In September 2017 it acquired parts of the Bison concrete products range from Laing 
O’Rourke. It has two divisions, Bricks & Blocks and Bespoke Products. Products include: 

▪ Bricks. These are facing materials used in at least 75% of UK housing and are 
manufactured by ‘firing’ shaped, wet clay in high temperature kilns (appendix: making 
bricks, page 28). Forterra has three main varieties of brick, aimed at different markets: 
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- Wire cut: lower cost bricks, extruded continuously, with a more uniform texture and 
aimed predominantly at more value-sensitive volume housebuilders 

- Soft mud: moulded individually, via an automated process. They have a greater 
variation in colour and texture, resulting in a higher price, and are aimed at higher 
specification housing or commercial developments or in areas with sensitive planning 

- ‘Flettons’. Exclusive to Forterra, under the London Brick brand. They were once 
among the cheapest bricks due to their lower energy need during firing and were used 
to build 5 million homes. Now often required by planners for refurbishment or 
extensions, they command the highest prices and margins in Forterra’s ranges 

▪ Blocks. Moulded concrete products, usually used in the inner skin of walls in housing. 

- Aerated concrete. Lighter weight concrete, filled with ‘bubbles’, with good insulating 
properties and easy to handle. Popular with housebuilders. 

- Aggregate blocks. Denser and stronger and used more widely across construction. 

▪ Bespoke Products. A range of specialist concrete products and systems including: 
insulated ground floor panels and staircases for a range of building types, including 
residential and commercial; permeable concrete block paving and drainage systems 
used externally in commercial and housing developments; chimney and roofing systems.  

- Precast concrete. Products include insulated ground floor panels and staircases for a 
range of building types, including residential and commercial.  

- Permeable concrete block paving. Includes patented urban drainage systems which 
are permeable (allowing water to disperse gradually – thus reducing flood risk) as well 
as standard block paving. Caters for both the commercial and housing markets  

- Chimney and roofing systems. Components include fire-backs, clay and concrete flue 
liners, chimney pots and terminals. These are primarily used in the renovation of 
pitched roofs in low-to-midrise housing.  

- Acquired in September 2017 for £20m, Bison is the UK's leading manufacturer of 
'hollowcore' precast concrete flooring. We believe it could offer exposure to ‘off site’ 
housing production, which government is promoting (page 19) 

Estimates nudged up after positive November trading update  

The 22 November trading statement for the ten months to the end of October confirmed that 
“expectations for FY remain unchanged” and that cashflow continues to look strong. Strong 
new build housing activity has driven double digit volume growth in brick and blocks. Overall 
group revenue, including specialist concrete products but excluding the Bison acquisition, 
was up 12%. This would appear to suggest not much price growth, but this is explained by 
the mix change, with more demand for the standard cheaper (but lower cost) bricks from 
housebuilders. Capacity increased by relatively low cost ‘de-bottlenecking’ investments. 
Debt at October down from £92.3m at Jan 1 to £87.2m, despite the £20m Bison acquisition, 
other investments and £13.8m of dividends. 

As a result of the statement, we have nudged up our FY 17E and FY 18E EBITDA estimates 
by 2.2% and 0.3% respectively, mainly reflecting greater brick and block volumes. Improved 
interest estimates have led to a greater impact on our PBT forecast for FY 17E, leading to a 
5.4% increase, but this is mitigated in FY 18E by a higher depreciation and amortisation 
charge following the Bison acquisition, which should make a greater contribution to operating 
profits in FY 19. 

For fuller analysis of our Estimates, see page 22.  

Estimates raised to reflect 
stronger volume output and 
lower interest charge  
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Table 1: Key estimate changes (£m) 

 FY 16 FY 17E   FY 18E   

   new   old   diff. (%)   new   old   diff. (%)  

Revenue  294.5   321.9   307.7  4.6  359.2   346.9  3.5 

EBTIDA  70.6   74.6   73.0  2.2  80.4   80.2  0.2 

PBT adj  54.3   60.4   57.3  5.4 63.8  64.0  -0.3 

EPS adj. dil. (p)  21.4   23.8   22.6  5.3 24.9  25.0  -0.4 

DPS (p)  5.8   9.5   9.1  4.4  10.4   10.2  2.0 
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates 

 

Valuation 

The shares floated at 180p in April 2016 but slumped to 110p in the aftermath of the Brexit 
decision. The shares are currently trading at close to their record high of 308p. However, we 
observe that the shares appear to be trading at a discount to UK peers on most measures 
and even more so in comparison to European building materials producers. 

 

Table 2: Valuation comparisons 

 Ticker Price MC P/E (X) Div. yield (%) FCF yield (%) EV/EBITDA (X) 

  (p/€) (£/€m) FY1 FY2 FY1 FY2 FY1 FY2 FY1 FY2 

UK building material producers          

Forterra FORT  293   586  12.3 11.8 3.2 3.5 9.1 8.7 8.9 7.9 

Ibstock IBST  264   1,073  13.9 12.2 3.2 3.8 5.8 8.1 10.1 9.2 

Marshalls MSLH  433   863  20.7 18.2 2.7 2.8 3.8 5.3 12.9 11.3 

Michelmersh MBH  90   77  15.6 11.0 2.4 3.4   11.9 8.7 

Polypipe PLP  402   802  14.4 13.3 2.9 3.1 7.4 8.1 10.4 9.9 

Wtd ave    16.2 14.3 2.9 3.3 5.6 7.2 11.1 10.0 

European building material producers          

CRH CRG  2,882   24,176  17.6 14.9 2.3 2.5 5.4 7.1 9.6 8.5 

Wienerberger WIE  1,958   2,289  18.2 14.9 1.6 2.1 5.8 7.4 8.1 7.5 

Kingspan KRX  3,640   6,530  22.6 20.0 1.0 1.2 3.4 3.8 16.0 14.2 
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates (Forterra). Priced at COB 23 January 2018. 

 

  

Despite a near-trebling from 
post-Brexit lows, the shares 
are a discount to peers 
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Figure 2 indicates what the implied share price would be if we applied the high, low and 
average of these UK peers’ valuation ratios to Forterra’s relevant financials. These are not 
target prices and simply show comparative data. Investors should use their own views on 
the relevant risks when looking at valuation criteria. 

For instance, the FY1 (current unreported year) range of PEs for the UK peer group is 13.9 
– 20.7x and the weighted average is 16.2x. Applying these multiples to our FY 17E EPS 
estimate for Forterra of 23.8p, implies a range of 330p - 493p, with the average indicating 
386p. The last category in the chart shows the simple average of the high, low and average 
implied valuations under the six chosen measures. This suggests a range of 304 – 428p and 
a blended average of 353p. 

 

Figure 2 : Implied valuation ranges of Forterra based on peer group multiples (p) 

 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates (Forterra). Priced 
at COB 23 January 2018. 
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Theme 1: Housebuilding demand growth continues 

The key driver of demand for bricks and blocks, particularly for Forterra which derives 63% 
of sales from housebuilding, is housing starts. Despite regular claims that the country is 
building too few new homes, the trend has been almost continuously upwards since the 
aftermath of the financial crisis. Moreover, data from planning approvals, greater activity by 
rivals to the top ten private and the Government’s ambitious housebuilding plans strongly 
suggest to us that – in the absence of fundamental political or financial shocks – the outlook 
for housebuilding activity will remain healthy in the short-term and for at least the remainder 
of the current government’s planned term. 

Housing starts: already nearing previous peak levels  

The latest published government data estimates that UK housing starts in 2016 (the latest 
available for the country as a whole) reached just under 186,000. This is 21% below the 
annualised peak of 234,000 in 2007 but almost 150% above the low point of 75,000 during 
the course of 2009. By 2020, the rate of starts should rise close to the 2007 peak, according 
to the latest projections from the Experian Construction Forecast. 

Figure 3: Total housing starts, UK (000) 

 

Source: DCLG; e = Experian Construction Forecast. Year end data. 

More up to date data is available for England, up to Q2 17. The running four-quarter total 
stands at 165,000, a 12.6% increase over the previous 12 months. This rate of increase 
implies a UK total of 209,000 – suggesting to us that Experian’s forecast of 200,000 for 2017 
may prove conservative. Looking longer term, we intuitively believe the Government’s high 
profile commitment to build 300,000 homes a year makes the 2020 forecast also look light. 

Short-term outlook: planning consents support further growth 

Trends in planning consents are early indicators, albeit fairly blunt ones, of the direction in 
building activity, which typically lags by one to two years. The number of consents for major 
residential developments has risen by a CAGR of 7.1% for the past four years, suggesting 
to us support for further steady growth in housing starts for at least the next two or three 
years, unless there is a major external shock. 
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Figure 4: Major residential planning decisions granted and housing starts, England (000) 

 

Source: DCLG 

Mid-term outlook: alternative providers maintain the momentum 

Over the next three to four years, we believe some of the overall momentum growth will 
come from a range of builders outside the top five to ten, which have dominated housing 
delivery in recent years. These include: 

▪ Smaller and niche quoted housebuilders. The top five housebuilders (Barratt, Taylor 
Wimpey, Persimmon, Bellway and Bovis) have all to varying degrees indicated that 
growth in housing completions is likely to slow down from next year to, we approximate, 
low-to-mid-single digit percentages. However, niche companies – such as retirement 
developer McCarthy & Stone, the low cost, northern housebuilding division of MJ 
Gleeson and regeneration-orientated Countryside Properties – have indicated more 
expansionist strategies. 

▪ Larger private companies. The larger privately-owned companies are appearing more 
ambitious in our view. Five of the largest are Bloor, Miller, Cala, Avant and Hill. Both 
Miller and Cala have issued volume targets that have implied roughly doubling output 
over the next three years.  

▪ Build-to-Rent. This comparatively new form of tenure has been growing rapidly from a 
low base. BTR, as opposed to the broader private rental sector (PRS), involves purpose-
built developments of homes for rent, predominantly funded by institutional or similar 
long-term investors seeking yield and capital growth. The equivalent sector in the US, 
‘multi-family housing’, is one of the major real estate asset classes, worth an estimated 
US$24trn. US developers, including Greystar, are among the early movers in the UK, 
where the British Property Federation estimates almost 100,000 BTR units were either 
complete, under construction or in planning during Q3 17, an increase of 37% compared 
to Q1 17.  

▪ Housing associations. Britain’s 50 biggest HAs are estimated to deliver 38,000 homes 
in 2017-18, an 11% increase on 2016-17, according to Inside Housing magazine. The 
sector is now dominated by large and strongly capitalised groups following a wave of 
‘mega-mergers’. HAs are predominantly private companies with charitable status for their 
social housing activities and, because their borrowings are underwritten by government 
and rental income virtually assured, they attract extremely competitive borrowing rates 
which is allowing some to embark on highly ambitious building programmes. London & 
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Quadrant, which owns 140,000 homes following a three-way merger, plans to build 
100,000 within the next decade.  Their core social rental activities have in many cases 
been backed up with varying degrees of private tenure, including part ownership and the 
HAs’ own BTR ventures. 

Long-term outlook: Hammond pledges 300,000 homes a year 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer pledged in the 22 November Budget to increase output to 
300,000 new home a year by the mid-2020s. Total investment over the next five years will 
be £44bn, mostly directed to existing social housing programmes, but including £15.3bn of 
additional spending, while further planning reforms aim to make more urban land is made 
available for housing. In a number of cases, the measures involved extensions to those 
proposed in the February 2017 Housing White Paper (see our initiation note, A tonne of 
bricks, 3 March 2017, pages 34 - 41). Key features of both the white paper and Budget were 
a more ‘tenure-neutral’ approach – even including building of council houses, anathema for 
Conservative administrations since Margaret Thatcher allowed their sale to tenants – and 
support for a greater range of suppliers than under the previous administration, which 
focused on home ownership and private developer of homes for sale. 

Measures to increase overall housebuilding volumes announced in the Budget included: 

▪ £1.1bn for a new Land Assembly Fund to enable Homes England (formerly the Homes 
and Communities Agency) to work alongside private developers to develop strategic 
sites, including new settlements and urban regeneration schemes 

▪ A further £2.7bn for the Housing Infrastructure Fund, taking it to £5bn. The fund, 
introduced in the Housing White Paper, allows local authorities to bid competitively for 
capital grants to fund infrastructure for sites that would not be financially viable otherwise 

▪ £2 bn of further funding for affordable housing, including funding for social rented homes, 
taking the total budget for the Affordable Homes Programme up to 2020‑21 to £9.1bn 

▪ Help for small builders including a further £630m for the remediation of small sites  

▪ A further £1.5bn for the Home Building Fund, providing loans specifically targeted at 
supporting SMEs that cannot access the finance they need to build 

▪ The Government will explore options with the industry to provide £8bn of guarantees to 
underwrite loans to support housebuilding, including SMEs and purpose built rented 
housing. 

▪ £1bn of further borrowing headroom which councils in areas of high affordability 
pressures will be able to bid for to invest in building council homes 

▪ Support for five Garden Towns in the South-east with New Town Corporation powers 

▪ More approaches through housing deals in the South East, where housing need is at its 
most acute. As a first step towards ambitious strategic and zonal planning agreements, 
a deal with Oxfordshire council to bring forward 100,000 homes in the county by 2031, in 
return for a package of government support over the next five years, including £30m pa 
for infrastructure and further support for affordable housing and local capacity. This is 
part of the government’s wider strategic investment in the Cambridge‑Milton 

Keynes‑Oxford corridor. It is also continuing negotiations for similar programmes with 
Greater Manchester, the West Midlands, Leeds and the West of England. 

Other measures included: a review into whether planning permission is being implemented 
rapidly enough by developers and, if not, why not; greater densities for urban areas and a 
range of other measures aimed at improving training and production efficiency.  

Budget builds on broad 
aims of Housing White 
Paper: greater volumes 
and ‘tenure neutral’ stance 

https://bdadvanced.ipreo.com/OpenFileLink.aspx?ID1=e58d91d6-0b2d-42c8-b766-b7e0c73bf6be&ID2=428478351
https://bdadvanced.ipreo.com/OpenFileLink.aspx?ID1=e58d91d6-0b2d-42c8-b766-b7e0c73bf6be&ID2=428478351
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The most immediately headline-grabbing measure in the Budget, cuts in Stamp Duty for first 
time buyers, was applicable to the secondhand as well as newbuild. Stamp duty was 
immediately abolished for FTBs (first time buyers) on properties up to £300,000 in value and 
to reduce liability for the tax on properties up to £500,000. The government estimates that 
95% of first‑time buyers that pay SDLT will benefit, with a maximum saving of £5,000. 

Prior to the Budget, Prime Minister Theresa May also pushed the housebuilding agenda, 
promising an additional £10bn for the Help to Buy scheme. However, scrutiny of the Budget 
spending tables confirms that this will plug a potential funding gap in the programme until its 
scheduled termination in 2021, rather than extending it into subsequent years, as a number 
of observers had concluded at the time of May’s conference announcement.  

An additional indication of the importance how central the government the housing brief is 
to Government is the re-naming of the Department for Communities and Local Government 
during the 8 January cabinet re-shuffle. It became the Department for Housing, Communities 
and Local Government, with Sajid Javid still at the helm. This may look a subtle change, but 
it formally places housing as a fully-fledged topic for regular Cabinet debate. 

In our view, the combination of the increased funding for a wider range of tenures and 
providers and the prominence given to housebuilding by Hammond, Javid and May add to 
our confidence that there will, indeed, be a step change in housebuilding volumes for at least 
the term of this parliament, and this will be mainly fuelled by alternative providers, such as 
housing associations and build-to-rent developers. 

Stable RMI demand supports high margin ‘Fletton’ range 

Housing repair, maintenance and improvement (RMI) provides 32% of revenue. Although 
lower than newbuild, this has been a more stable source of demand through housing cycles 
(see Figure 5). Importantly, it is the source for most use of the London Brick range of ‘Fletton’ 
bricks, which was used to build 5 million homes in the post-war years and is preferred or 
effectively required by many planners for repairs or extensions to those homes. Although it 
does not disclose the margins, these are understood to be significantly higher than Forterra’s 
mainstream bricks, as a result of their higher prices. 

We envisage an improvement to overall RMI due to the removal of Stamp Duty for most 
FTBs announced in the Budget, which should improve liquidity in the housing market.  

Figure 5: RMI output vs newbuild (index, rebased) 

 

Source: ONS 
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Other sectors: mixed outlook and products demand 

▪ Commercial and industrial. We envisage mixed outlook in these diverse sectors, which 
in any case tend to use a wider range of products than brick and block. The rate of new 
office development in London may be held back due to uncertainty during the Brexit trade 
negotiations, particularly regarding financial services, and the sheer scale of construction 
currently underway. Office construction in other cities looks more encouraging, due to 
the expansion of several hubs, including Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester and Leicester. 
Construction of leisure facilities is likely to remain healthy, in our view. Within Industrial, 
there is a huge demand for more logistics facilities to support the burgeoning growth of 
e-commerce. 

▪ Infrastructure. There are several huge infrastructure projects underway or planned. 
These include HS2 and Crossrail, links between northern cities (‘HS3’) and the Hinkley 
C nuclear power station. Other priorities include flood protection. Several of the concrete 
product ranges within Bespoke Products are suitable for infrastructure applications and 
we argue on page 20 that this is the division where there is significant scope for new 
product innovation. 

▪ Public non-housing. This entails public buildings excluding infrastructure. Schools and 
hospital construction had enjoyed almost two decades of investment under the Private 
Finance Initiative, but this has largely declined so further capital projects will require new 
variants of public-private models such as ‘free schools’. Other types of civic buildings are 
likely to be depressed for the foreseeable future, in our view, due to government austerity. 
This is also likely to hit public non-housing repair, maintenance and improvement (RMI).   
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Theme 2: Constrained supply supports pricing 

We believe the brick industry’s supply-demand balance is shifting decisively in favour of 
producers. Stock levels across the sector have fallen almost to the levels seen during the 
housebuilding industry’s arguably panicky response to the introduction to Help to Buy in 
2013 - 14. Imports have started rising again. However, the current imbalance between 
supply and demand looks to us to be more structural and long-term, due to the likely 
continuing growth in housebuilding against a backdrop of limited production headroom, even 
if planned and possible production increases come through.  

We believe this could increase manufacturers’ pricing power, especially given that the 
industry is so concentrated. Nevertheless, we expect manufacturers are likely to exercise 
restraint, to maintain good customer relationships and moderate import penetration. 

Industry stock levels shrinking rapidly 

Brick stock levels across the industry have fallen almost continuously for 18 months. The 
latest figure for stocks, 376 million in November, is 42% below the 10-year average of 654 
million, 67% below the peak of 1.2 billion in late 2008 and only 17% above the low of 323 
million during the reported “shortages” in 2014 (see Figure 6). 

Figure 6: UK brick industry stocks (million) 

 

Source: BEIS, Progressive Equity Research 

However, when compared to the level of industry deliveries, the current level of stocks is 
nearer to the levels in 2014. The latest total equates to 9.7 weeks of deliveries, based on 
the latest rolling 12 month total of 2.02 billion (Figure 7). This is nearing the lows of 9.2 weeks 
seen in 2014 during the ‘shortages’ reported in the aftermath of Help to Buy being introduced. 
Looking at the latest ‘spot’ level of monthly deliveries, annualised (which is more current, but 
ignores seasonal fluctuations), stocks have fallen to only 9.2 weeks. 
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Figure 7: UK brick industry: stocks/deliveries (weeks) 

 

Source: BEIS, Progressive Equity Research. Based on: 1 latest month of deliveries 
x12; 2 trailing cumulative 12m of deliveries 

Deliveries up while output and capacity remain steady  

Figure 8 demonstrates clearly why stock levels have fallen. YoY changes in brick deliveries 
have outstripped those in production for most of the past 20 months and, indeed, industry-
wide production has only increased in the past four. 

Figure 8: UK brick industry: stocks/deliveries (weeks) 

  

Source: BEIS, Progressive Equity Research 
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Planned industry capacity increases are limited 

The sector also appears to be more disciplined than in past cycles. Following the Financial 
Crisis, brick manufacturers closed or mothballed some 800 million of capacity to a low point 
of 1.8 billion in 2013. Even with the modest expansion since then and planned additions, 
total industry capacity will remain some 15% below the last peak (Figure 9). 

Ibstock’s new 100m plant in Leicestershire, has largely been constructed, with full 
commissioning now likely towards the end of 2018, a schedule that appears to have slipped 
by a number of months. Forterra has discussed the possibility of building a similarly sized 
facility at Swillington. However, we understand this is only one of a few options the company 
is evaluating (page 18). Both companies demonstrated in 2016 that they could quickly flex 
production to changing market conditions by temporarily mothballing less efficient plants. 
Importantly, any plants that are mothballed can be brought back on-stream within a few 
weeks. 

Figure 9: Brick making capacity  

 

Source: Estimates based on company releases, Progressive Equity Research  

Imports: rising again, serving specialists 

Ibstock’s 18 January year-end trading update indicated: “domestic manufacturers were 
unable to meet demand … and consequently import levels during the year”. We believe this 
could herald a return to headlines of “brick shortages” that were common during 2014. We 
imagine this could be felt particularly acutely for customers seeking special shapes, sizes or 
less mainstream product lines, whereas manufacturers will be able to maximise output by 
concentrating on long production runs of the most popular ranges. (Forterra, in our view, has 
a greater proportion of its output aimed at volume housebuilders, with the exception of the 
RMI-focused Fletton products.) 
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Nevertheless, there is already evidence of a return to importing after significant swings 
during and after the outbreak of what appeared to some observers as ‘panic buying’ following 
the introduction of Help to Buy. In reality, the shortages then were more perceived than 
actual and the increase in imports was largely misjudged, in our view. It took some two years 
for these imports to be absorbed, leading to ‘de-stocking’ by builders’ merchants and a phase 
of ‘mothballing’ of some plants by Forterra and their peers. The commissioning of Ibstock’s 
new plant may stem the need for imports, but we believe further new UK capacity is needed. 

Figure 10: UK brick imports, 12m rolling total (£m)  

 

Source: BEIS, Progressive Equity Research 

Now the shortages could be more realistic, given the higher level of housebuilding output 
than in 2014. The likely further increases in building volumes we envisage in the short-, 
medium- and long-term and the limited planned levels of plant expansion across the industry 
suggest that imports can only trend upwards. 

It may be that Forterra could push ahead with the potential construction of the 100 million 
bricks pa Swillington plant that it has highlighted as a strategic option since the IPO. 
However, the management has made clear that this would only ‘push the button’ if a 
sustainable long-term level of demand can be demonstrated. We believe that picture is 
becoming clearer (see page 18). 

In the meantime, we think that customers looking for specialist bricks in particular, such as 
commercial architects or developers of higher specification homes will have to consider 
imports. It could be that UK brick makers choose to co-operate with European producers to 
minimise disruption and foster customer relationships. However, there is a further 
complicating factor: housebuilding volumes have increased in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
northern France and Germany, where most of the natural importers to the UK are based. 
Four years ago their domestic markets were more subdued. 

Sector consolidates further with Michelmersh deal for Carlton 

The brick sector was already highly consolidated, with the three leading manufacturers 
controlling 88% of the capacity. The sector was further concentrated in June 2017 when 
number four, Michelmersh Brick acquired one of the few remaining companies of scale, 
Carlton Main Brickworks, for £31m. This took its annual brick making capacity from c. 75 
million to c. 112 million, or around 5% of the industry, we estimate.  
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Figure 11: Share of brick capacity, LHS (%); ave. capacity per plant, RHS (million pa) 

 
 

Source: Forterra, industry data 

Although Forterra is the second biggest brick manufacturer by capacity it has a more 
concentrated output per plant, an average of 61 million pa for its nine factories, compared 
to, for instance, 43 million for Ibstock’s 19. This suggests that there is scope to mothball or 
close older, less efficient plants if the market slows or new modern capacity is added - 
keeping a natural cap of capacity. 

Pricing: upwards pressure on underlying pricing and mix 

Given all these factors, it is easy to conclude that UK manufacturers will be persuaded to 
hike their prices significantly. We believe they may avoid the temptation to hike prices 
aggressively. Housebuilding customers in particular are relatively consolidated and 
maintaining long-term relationships with them and with the industry’s specialist distribution 
network of ‘brick factors’ can, in our experience, be easily undermined by temporary bouts 
of opportunistic price increases. Even given the current benign picture of demand vs supply, 
we believe underlying prices will be unlikely to move up much more than production costs.  

That said, average achieved price moves can differ to underlying prices for individual 
products due to changing mix. This can be observed for both Forterra and its large rival 
Ibstock over the past couple of years. Although underlying brick prices have increased by 
around 3 - 5% pa, there has been a greater proportion of sales to the largest housebuilders, 
which generally specify more basic product ranges and have significant buying power. This 
drags down the average price. Hence, we are only factoring in 0% and 1% for FY 17E and 
FY 18E respectively. 

Demand from mid-sized builders could improve pricing mix 

Some of the largest unquoted housebuilders have signalled that they intend to accelerate 
production, as already discussed. This position could reverse should alternative developers, 
as we envisage, provide a greater proportion of overall housing volumes over the following 
few years. Smaller housebuilders often use higher specification products and do not 
command the same buying power of the major housebuilders. 
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Aircrete blocks: raw material shortage prompts rethink 

Concrete block production does not face the same manufacturing capacity constraints as 
bricks. However, a shortage of one of the raw products – rather than installed capacity – has 
hampered production of aerated concrete – one of the two types of block produced by 
Forterra, and which is particularly popular with housebuilders.  

‘Aircrete’ blocks are lightweight products that have lower density than the other main 
concrete product, aggregate blocks. They consist of cement, lime, pulverised fuel ash (PFA) 
and powdered aluminium. Their structure is composed of multiple closed air pockets, giving 
them good insulating properties and making them lighter and easier to lay and can also be 
easily sawed into shape. As such, they are particularly suitable for housebuilding. 

Production at Thermalite and rival producers had been hampered by a shortage of PFA, 
which is a biproduct of coal-fired electricity production. The decline of this means of 
generation has resulted in a decline in PFA. Forterra has been researching a range of 
alternative options, either modifying production or seeking different sources of PFA. Towards 
the end of 2017, there were signs that some of these pressures on producers were easing, 
at least temporarily. 

  

Another core housebuilding 
product facing shortages 
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Theme 3: Conservative but innovative strategy  

Forterrra’s distinguishing features since the IPO have arguably been related themes of 
conservatism and a focus on cashflow. This has been demonstrated by an absence of profit 
warnings, unlike Ibstock and Michelmersh over the same period, while net debt has fallen 
faster than consensus estimates. However, one potential concern among investors has been 
limited growth prospects in what has been perceived as a capacity-constrained, consolidated 
brick industry.  

We accept volume growth will be relatively constrained in brick production, notwithstanding 
‘debottlenecking’ projects and the potential for a new plant (see below). However, we see 
scope for growth being driven by the Bespoke Products division, both through further 
acquisitions such as Bison and product innovation. 

Investment policy: focus on low cost ‘de-bottlenecking’ 

Although the company has the option to construct a brand new 100 million pa capacity brick 
factory costing c. £55m, the focus since the IPO has been on smaller projects to increase 
output at existing plants.  

The costliest element of a new brick factory is the kiln; Forterra’s ‘de-bottlenecking’ actions 
involve removing major ‘pinch points’ before or after the kiln to increase its capacity and 
efficiency. These typically cost £2 - 4m and can be completed much quicker, typically in 
weeks, and at lower risk of cyclical mis-timing than the two to three years to build a new 
plant. Forterra has undertaken three over the past couple of years: 

▪ Desford – gas supply upgrade. This involved installing a new gas mains and associated 
equipment to the Leicestershire plant. This and new kiln improvements helped increase 
capacity by 10 million pa, at a cost of £3.5m. Total ‘downtime’ was eight weeks. 

▪ Claughton – dryer replacement. Dryers are the last stage before the moulded bricks enter 
the kiln (see appendix, page 28) and, as the term suggests, reduce moisture content from 
the still pliable clay and, thus, reduce firing time. The existing dryers were nearing the 
end of their lives. The new ones have higher capacity and this has increased overall 
capacity by 5 million at a cost of £3m.  Downtime was technically 14 weeks, but the 
process was undertaken while the plant was being temporarily ‘mothballed’ for 
commercial reasons while industry stocks were relatively high, so no production was lost. 

▪ Accrington – kiln buffer extension. This facility located at the end of end allows more 
throughput as the bricks cool. Capacity was increased by 10 million at a cost of only 
£2.5m and in only two weeks’ downtime, again while the plant was being temporarily 
mothballed during most of 2017.   

Total incremental capacity under these three projects was increased by 25 million bricks, at 
a cost of £9m, or £36m per 100 million bricks. This compares to £55m for an equivalent 
factory. 

New plant: closer to decision time? 

Since before the IPO, Forterra has made public the option it has to build a new 100m brick 
pa plant at Swillington in West Yorkshire. We understand that this is one of a number of 
options it is evaluating to address a growing industry imbalance between capacity and 
demand. It already owns the Swillington site, a demolished former brickworks with c. 26 
years of clay reserves. If it chooses to go ahead with the plans the plant would be highly 
efficient and, importantly, would produce wire-cut bricks, the main product used by 
housebuilders. (Forterra’s recently-extended Measham plant in Leicestershire has a 
capacity of 105m soft mud bricks, while Ibstock is in the process of commissioning its own 
plant.) 

Conservative stance 
demonstrated by absence of  
profit warnings and better 
than expected cashflow 

Quicker payback and lower 
risk from short plant 
optimisation projects 

Decision on new capacity 
rests on long-term outlook 
for housing output. 
Argument is now becoming 
more convincing, we 
believe 
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However, it has said a final decision would not be made until 2017 or 2018, and our sense 
since the IPO was that it would be later rather than earlier in that time range. We believe that 
the management team would have to be convinced that there will be a step change in 
housebuilding volumes. We now believe that is becoming more apparent. 

We also believe that the cash impact going forward might not be as great as the headline 
estimate of £55m for a full new plant and, equally important, the gestation time would be less 
than up to three years normally required to build ‘greenfield’ plants from scratch. Forterra 
has previously indicated it would carry out most of the upfront design and planning work in 
advance, expensing this admittedly modest cost as it went, ahead of ‘pushing the button’ to 
start construction. This should reduce the timescale from three to two years, we believe.   

In the longer term there is also the option of redeveloping the group’s former soft mud factory 
at Clockhouse in Surrey, which was closed in 2009, and for which it retains planning 
consents for a new, more efficient plant. 

It is not clear-cut that any new plants would greatly add to overall industry capacity – an 
understandable concern among investors who remember badly timed investments across 
various building materials sectors in Britain and overseas. In the case of both Forterra’s 
potential Swillington plant and Ibstock’s that is underway, there is the scope to close or 
mothball smaller and less efficient existing plants.  

Bespoke Products: growth through innovation and acquisition 

Although the Brick & Block division probably enjoys the highest profile, we believe Bespoke 
Products offers the greatest growth prospects, given the consolidated position of both brick 
and block industries, notwithstanding the scope for limited capacity increases. We believe 
this will be achieved by product innovations where there is growing government focus, such 
as offsite manufacturing of housing and flood mitigation. This can be achieved both 
organically or through opportunistic acquisitions, demonstrated by last year’s Bison deal.  

Bison: acquisition could fast-track adoption of off-site opportunities 

The acquisition of Bison in September 2017 was, in our view, an example of growth 
opportunities open to the company, at attractive prices, despite the relative maturity and 
consolidation of the group’s core brick market. Forterra paid £20m for the trade and assets 
of Bison Manufacturing from loss-making construction group Laing O'Rourke (LO’R). 
Forterra stated that it would have cost over £35m to build the business itself on a greenfield 
site and estimates that the deal will make returns in excess of its cost of capital during 2019.  

Bison is the UK's leading manufacturer of 'hollowcore' precast concrete flooring with a highly 
automated manufacturing facility in Derbyshire and opened in 2006. The site also includes 
a specialist precast facility capable of producing a wide range of bespoke precast concrete 
products complementing Forterra's own range, which has been rebranded as Bison. 
Products serve the market for houses and flats as well as a range of other uses in 
commercial buildings as well bridge decking for infrastructure projects, broadening Forterra's 
end markets.  

Additionally, the deal has been underpinned with a five-year agreement to supply hollowcore 
and other precast products to Laing O’Rourke's contracting operations. Bison's revenue on 
the assets being purchased was £22.8m in the year to 31 March 2017, and the loss at 
EBITDA level of £1.1m.  

We see significant operational leverage to result from increasing the capacity utilisation: the 
Bison plant has been operating at little more than 50% utilisation, whereas Forterra's 
activities have been capacity-constrained. We see significant scope to increase sales of the 
new product through Forterra's existing sales channels and through product innovation, 
drawing on both companies' expertise. 

Constructing a new plant 
could be relatively quick due 
to pre-planning 

Division is smaller but could 
offer greater rates of growth 
than Bricks & Blocks 

Good value deal offering 
significant synergies and 
exposure to growth 
potential in off-site 
manufacturing of housing 
units and infrastructure 

Longer-term, more new 
expansion is possible, but 
not necessarily resulting in 
industry over-capacity 
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Opportunities to go modular with LO’R  

Longer-term, we envisage opportunities for collaboration with LO’R, the UK’s second largest 
contractor by turnover, on its innovative modular housing manufacturing activities. The 
company has reportedly already invested £100m on its giant Explore Manufacturing factory 
in Derbyshire. This produces precast concrete panels and other products that allow homes 
and other buildings to be assembled more rapidly than by traditional construction techniques. 
These include concrete panels faced with thin profiled brick ‘slips’.  

These, however, are only two dimensional. A second, more ambitious plant is planned to 
make fully ‘volumetric’ 3D ‘pods’ for housing, which are similar in size to standard shipping 
containers and which would be fitted and decorated largely in the factory, transported by 
lorry then bolted together on site, typically comprising two or more pods per flat.  

This plant, to be situated beside the first, had been put on hold during LO’R’s financial 
difficulties, but the private company has reported improved underlying trading. Offsite 
manufacturing is a major strand of government housing policy and the company has 
received a £22m grant towards the plant. We believe that fostering close links with the 
company could allow Forterra access to what the government and other industry participants 
predict will be a major long term growth market for off-site manufacturing.  

Although most interest in modular construction has focused on housing, offsite 
manufacturing can be used in a wide range of applications, including infrastructure – another 
government priority. Bison already produces bridge decking; other uses could be modular 
rail platforms and track products. Offsite production is especially suitable to be integrated 
into ‘building information modelling’ (BIM). This is a digital record of all products and 
characteristics in a structure, which can be shared between architects, engineers, 
manufacturers and users. Again, the government is promoting the greater use of BIM as a 
means to improve the efficiency of producing and maintaining buildings and other structures. 

Other possible product opportunities 

Although profitability and cashflow have in our view been impressive, one concern we have 
heard expressed by some investors is that Forterra’s brick and block operations offer little in 
the way of growth potential, other than through pricing, since the brick sector in particular is 
highly consolidated and nearing full capacity. However, we see scope for growth is most 
likely to see longer-term volume growth through expansion of product ranges and through 
similar acquisitions to that of Bison. Included in this is the potential for innovation to meet 
new demands on the building industry.  

▪ Flooding: strategy moves from defence toward mitigation. Flooding has become a 
major political issue following major inundations in recent years. The main response in 
the past was to build major defensive structures along rivers and coasts, but these were 
major feats of engineering and often merely ‘moved the problem downstream’. A new 
response by government, research and insurance bodies is to focus on flood mitigation. 
This approach assumes that floods are inevitable in many areas, but that innovative 
design and products can ensure that:  

- Within housing developments, water is absorbed temporarily by, for instance, into the 
ground through permeable paving, rather than flowing straight into drains. 

- In individual houses, a range of modest design changes can be integrated within new 
homes or retro-fitted to secondhand properties to prevent water penetrating the 
building fabric, by waterproofing lower portions of external walls.  

Forterra has indicated it is exploring new product or innovations to address this need. 
Other companies in the building materials sector doing likewise include Marshalls and 
Polypipe. 

▪ Grenfell concerns could prompt a return to more traditional materials. The Grenfell 
Tower tragedy of June 2017 has prompted an all-encompassing examination of building 
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pioneering developments 
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products, techniques and controls. This is an ongoing, multi-pronged process, including 
a review of Dame Judith Hackitt’s review of building regulations and fire safety. However, 
our observations so far include: a realisation by policy makers that the performance of 
products should be seen within the context of whole system rather than in terms of the 
individual components and that there is a spotlight on modern cladding materials, 
principally metal panels and plastic insulation.  

The inert quality of concrete, in terms of fire performance, and the traditional aesthetics 
of brick, along with government support for offsite manufacturing, suggest to us that new 
opportunities may emerge for composite panels comprising the two materials plus 
mineral, rather than plastic, insulation. The Bison acquisition and the potential for co-
operation with LO’R may present opportunities for developing such components, we 
suspect. 
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Estimates 

Our latest forecast assumes CAGR from 2015 - 19 of 6.3% and 6.5% in revenue and EBITDA 
respectively, based on pro-forma 2015 results. De-gearing should drive PBT and EPS faster, 
at 8.0% and 7.7% respectively 

Our key operational assumptions (Table 3) are:  

▪ a significant rise in brick volumes during FY 17E will start pushing output to over 90% of 
design capacity 

▪ our assumption of no change in pricing during FY 17E is a result of change in the mix of 
products used, with more lower cost bricks going to housebuilders, rather than in a lack 
of underlying price inflation, which we estimate at 3 - 5% within individual product lines 

▪ The main movement in costs of goods sold is raw materials and packaging, mainly on 
packaging that are exposed to energy or exchange rate swings 

▪ In Bricks & Blocks, under-recovery of underlying selling price inflation should result in 
slightly lower EBITDA margins for the division in FY 17E, before the trend reverses in FY 
18E and FY 19E 

▪ Bespoke Products should see margin dilution during FY 17E and FY 18E due to the 
acquisition of Bison in September 2017, before revenue and costs synergies provide a 
rising contribution during FY 19E 

 

 

Brick volumes to push against 
design capacity; underlying 
prices rising more than 
headline prices 
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Table 3: Revenue and cost model 

Year-end December (£m) 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E  H1 16 H2 16 H1 17 H2 17E 

Brick capacity utilisation          

Brick capacity (million)  569   584  595 595      

Est. brick volumes  479   526   537   548       

Capacity utilisation 84.1% 90.1% 90.2% 92.0%      

Revenue          

Bricks & Blocks  221.3   243.4   250.8   258.4    108.7   112.6   123.7   119.7  

Change (%) 1.5% 10.0% 3.0% 3.0%  -3.9% 7.3% 13.8% 6.3% 

Volume change - forecast (%)  10.0% 2.0% 2.0%      

Price change - forecast (%)  0.0% 1.0% 1.0%      

Bespoke Products  74.8   80.0   110.0   113.3    38.1   36.7   40.0   40.0  

Change (%) 1.4% 7.0% 24.9% 3.0%  -1.0% 4.1% 5.0% 9.1% 

Intersegment elmination  (1.6)  (1.6)  (1.6)  (1.6)   (0.8)  (0.8)  (1.0)  (0.6) 

Group revenue  294.5   321.9   359.2  370.1   146.0   148.5   162.7   159.2  

Change (%) 1.5% 9.3% 8.5% 3.0%  -3.2% 6.5% 11.4% 7.2% 

Cost of sales (before D & A)  (160.8)  (182.6)  (201.4)  (204.0)      

Expenses  (68.0)  (69.7)  (72.5)  (74.3)   (38.4)  (29.6)  (34.7)  (35.0) 

Change (%) 3.8% 2.5% 4.0% 2.5%      

EBITDA          

Bricks & Blocks  63.6   68.4   73.2   78.3    35.7   27.9   35.7   32.7  

Margin (%) 28.7% 28.1% 29.2% 30.3%  32.8% 24.8% 28.9% 27.3% 

Bespoke Products  7.0   6.2   7.2   8.4    3.8   3.2   3.0   3.2  

Margin (%) 9.4% 7.8% 6.5% 7.5%  10.0% 8.7% 7.5% 8.1% 

Group EBITDA, pre-exc  70.6   74.6   80.4   86.8    39.5   31.1   38.7   35.9  

Margin (%) 24.0% 23.2% 23.0% 24.1%  27.1% 20.9% 23.8% 22.6% 

Depreciation  (10.4)  (10.4)  (12.3)  (12.3)   (4.9)  (5.5)  (5.1)  (5.3) 

EBIT, group only  60.2   64.2  68.1  74.5   34.6   25.6   33.6   30.6  

Margin (%) 20.4% 20.0% 19.0% 20.1%  23.7% 17.2% 20.7% 19.2% 
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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The main driver below the EBIT line is a decline in the interest cost, due both to de-gearing 
and to a renegotiation of the group’s debt facilities in July 2017 to more efficient and 
flexible funding.  
 
The Bison acquisition and other investments should add just under £2m to our previous 
estimate of £10.4m for depreciation and amortisation in FY 18E, negating the benefit of the 
saving in interest, but providing a stronger platform to efficient growth over the medium 
term, in our view.  
 

Table 4: Profit & loss account 

Year-end December (£m) 2015 2015 PF  
pre-exc 

2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Group revenue  290.2   290.2   294.5   321.9   359.2   370.1  

COGS  (167.7)   (175.2)  (193.0)  (213.7)  (216.3) 

Gross profit  122.6    119.3   133.9   140.6   148.8  

Operating expenses  (61.4)   (59.1)  (69.7)  (72.5)  (74.3) 

Group operating profit  61.1   58.1   60.2   64.2   68.1   74.5  

Exceptionals  (11.6)   (8.9)   -      -      -    

Interest  (27.3)  (5.8)  (14.2)  (3.8)  (4.3)  (3.4) 

PBT, reported  22.2   52.3   37.1   60.4   63.8   71.1  

Underlying tax rate (%)  12.2    20.8   20.0   20.0   20.0  

Reported tax  (4.2)   (9.6)  (12.1)  (12.8)  (14.2) 

Net attrib. profit  18.0   41.3   27.5   48.4   51.0   56.9  

       
Pretax pre-exceptionals, PF              34.1               52.3               54.3               60.4               63.8               71.1  

Period end shares (million)  200.0   200.0   200.0   200.6   200.6   200.6  

Wtd. ave. shares (million)  200.4   200.0   200.0   200.6   200.6   200.6  

Diluted shares (million)  201.2   200.0   200.8   203.2   205.2   207.0  

EPS, basic (p)  9.0    13.8   24.1   25.4   28.3  

EPS, pre-exceptionals + g/w (p)  14.9    21.5   24.1   25.4   28.3  

EPS, diluted, pre-exc + g/w (p)  14.9   20.6   21.4   23.8   24.9   27.5  

EPS, diluted, basic (p)  9.0    13.7   23.8   24.9   27.5  

DPS - declared (p)    5.8   9.5   10.4   11.3  

NAV (p)  (105.3)   34.6   51.5  67.2 84.8 

Dividend cover (x)    3.7   2.5   2.4   2.5  
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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As discussed in Theme 3, the company’s conservative approach to investment, along with 
underlying profitability, has driven strong cashflow.  

Our assumptions going forward are that there will be only a modest working capital 
requirement since further volume growth will be limited by capacity constraints. 

Table 5: Adjusted cash flow statement 

Year-end December (£m)  2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Operating profit post-exc.   49.5   46.6   64.2   68.1   74.5  

Depreciation   9.1   10.4   10.4   12.3   12.3  

Intangible amortisation   0.3    -      -      -      -    

Other/ other cash (forecast only)       

Other, non-cash    4.1   0.2     

Changes in working capital   (13.1)  (1.0)   -     (4.0)  (0.2) 

Operating cash flow   50.0   56.2   74.6   76.4   86.6  

Capex (maintenance)   (12.4)  (8.7)  (5.0)  (8.0)  (9.8) 

Interest, net   (26.4)  (12.4)  (3.8)  (4.3)  (3.4) 

Tax   (3.3)  (6.3)  (12.1)  (12.8)  (14.2) 

Free cashflow   7.9   28.8   53.7   51.3   59.1  

Expansionary capex (forecast only)     -     (7.5)  (3.0)  

Acquisitions    (0.1)  (20.0)   

Dividends - paid    (4.0)  (14.2)  (19.9)  (21.2) 

Financing, other   (4.7)  7.3     

Change in net debt    3.2   32.0   12.0   28.1   37.9  
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates 

Under our assumptions, and excluding any significant new investments, net debt should fall 
from a proforma 2.2x at the time of the IPO to an estimated 1.1x at YE 17 to 0.6x and 0.2x 
by YE 18 and 19 respectively. 

Other than the falling net debt, the other notable factor on the balance sheet is that the 
defined benefit liability was retained by Heidelberg.  

Table 6: Summary balance sheet 

Year-end December (£m)  2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Intangible fixed assets   13.3   13.7   33.7   33.7   33.7  

Tangible fixed assets   149.5   147.2   149.3   148.0  145.5 

Investments   1.8   0.4   0.4   0.4   0.4  

Working capital   (0.0)  18.4   18.4   22.4   22.6  

Provisions, others    6.3   (18.2)  (18.2)  (18.2)  (18.2) 

Retirement benefit liabilities    -      -      -      -      -    

Net cash/(debt)   (381.4)1  (92.3)  (80.3) (51.6)  (13.7) 

Net assets   (210.5)  69.2   103.3  134.7 170.4 
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates; 1 pro-forma net debt at IPO, £155m  
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Table 7: Key performance indicators 

Year-end December (£m)  2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Growth in turnover (%)   8.3   1.5   9.3   11.6   3.0  

Growth in operating profit (%)   35.1   (1.5)  6.7   6.0   9.4  

Growth in net attrib. profit (%)   (25.3)  52.4   75.8   5.5   11.4  

Growth in EPS (%)  na  44.0   11.1   4.5   10.5  

Growth in DPS (%)  na na  66.3   5.5   9.0  

Growth in NAV (%)  na  (132.9)  48.9   30.3   26.2  

Gross margin (%)   42.2   41.9   41.6   39.1   40.2  

Operating margin (%)   21.1   20.4   20.0   19.0   20.1  

Net margin (%)   6.2   9.3   15.0   14.2   15.4  

EBITDA margin (%)   24.3   24.0   23.2   22.4   23.5  

ROCE (%)   37.4   36.2   37.2   36.8   40.2  

ROE (%)   (8.2)  (38.9)  56.0   42.9   37.3  

Gearing (%)   (181.2)  133.4   77.6   38.3   8.0  

Interest cover (x)   2.2   4.2   16.9   15.8   21.9  

Dividend cover (x)  na  3.7   2.5   2.4   2.4  

Net debt/EBITDA (x)   5.4   1.3   1.1   0.6   0.2  
 

Source: Company results, Progressive Equity Research estimates  
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Forthcoming company and economic newsflow  

14 March  FY 17E results announcement  

22 May  Annual General Meeting  

30 June  Half year end  

July  Payment of final dividend for 2017  

31 July  HY 18E Results announcement  

October  Payment of interim dividend for 2018  

31 December  Year end 

November (TBC) Trading statement 

Economic statistics on housing are an important factor is assessing the outlook. Here is a 
summary of the key releases in our view:    

Brick production, deliveries and stocks. Building materials and components: monthly 
statistics, Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (normally the first 
Wednesday of each month).  

Housing starts, probably the key driver of brick demand. Live tables on house building, The 
English statistics are much more up to date than the other Home Nations, Table 213 (non-
seasonally adjusted) and Table 222 (seasonally adjusted) (normally the last Thursday in 
February, May, August and November.  

Secondhand housing market (important for RMI). Mortgage advances for house 
purchase (lead indicator): High Street Banking, British Bankers Association (normally middle 
of last full week of each month).  Housing transactions: Number of property transactions 
completed in the UK with value of £40,000 or above, HM Revenue & Customs (normally 
second last week of month).  

General housing market conditions: Residential Market Survey, Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors (normally second Thursday of each month, registration required)  

Housebuilding commentary: Results and trading statements from the major housebuilders 
(for volume outlook) and, in the case of merchants (useful clues as to stocking levels, pricing 
etc), Travis Perkins, UK number one (TPK) and Anglo-Irish Grafton, plus limited commentary 
from French materials giant Saint-Gobain, which owns the UK number two Jewson. 
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Appendix: making bricks 

Figure 12: Brick manufacturing process (soft mud process) 

 

 

Source: Forterra Capital Markets Day presentation 

Raw material preparation. The clay (most plants are normally situated alongside clay 
deposits to minimise transportation) is crushed in a series of mills and stored for later use. 
Water is added in different quantities according to the end product. For soft mud bricks, a 
moisture content of c. 20 - 30% is used; wire-cut typically uses a lower content, ranging from 
10 - 25%. Sand is also added to reduce shrinkage. 
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Moulding. The process differs significantly according to whether the bricks are extruded 
(also known as ‘wire-cut’) or soft mud (also known as ‘stocks’), shown above. For soft mud, 
the wet clay is ‘thrown’ into trays of moulds. In the extrusion process A continuous ribbon of 
clay is extruded through a rectangular die with a cross section the same as that of the 
required bricks. The clay ribbon is then cut by a multiple wire cutter into bricks. Under either 
process, the bricks are channelled into uniform arrays and then stacked in courses prior to 
entering the next two stages.  

Drying. The moisture content is gradually reduced to 1%in large drying ovens at a 
temperature of c. 150°C over a period of up to 48 hours.  

Firing. The kiln is the ‘critical path’ in the whole process, being the most energy and capital 
intensive kit in the factory. Continuous ‘tunnel’ kilns are generally used, in which bricks are 
slowly transported through the process. As the bricks get progressively deeper into the first 
stage of the kiln the temperature rises steadily to almost a 1,000°C at which point the clay 
minerals are broken down and any remaining water is driven out. At the peak of firing, 
temperatures rise to up to 1,300°C which leads to vitrification, in which the surfaces harden 
and colours form. The last stage involves gradual cooling, down to ambient temperature. 
The whole process can take up to three days. Tunnel kilns are more efficient than 
‘intermittent’ ones, which can only accommodate individual loads, and thus is more time 
consuming, and since heat escaping from cooling bricks is recycled into driers and the earlier 
stages of the firing process. 

Packaging. The bricks are loaded onto pallets and shrink wrapped. This is now invariably 
done by machine.  
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Brickipedia: a trip down memory lane 

Forterra’s state-of-the-art Measham plant, extended to 105m pa capacity in 2016, is the 
largest and most modern soft mud facility in the UK. It replaced three less efficient plants, 
reducing the unit cost of production by c. 40%. It uses robotics extensively (Figure 13, RHS) 
and runs on only six operational staff per shift. 

However, automated brickmaking is not a uniquely 21st or even 20th Century phenomenon. 
It was well advanced by 1850, when Edward Dobson’s volume A rudimentary treatise on the 
manufacture of bricks and tiles which examined latest principles of modern brickmaking and 
included a fascinating preface on the history of bricks from biblical references. These 
included the Tower of Babel in Babylon (then the highest brick-built structure in the world) to 
the aftermath of the 1666 Great Fire of London (when the material’s fire preventative qualities 
made it “universally adopted for all new erections”. A facsimile of the book is available free 
as an ebook via Google.  

Early pioneers included Bradley & Craven Ltd, formed in 1843 and Clayton & Co (Figure 13, 
LHS). In the middle and late 19th Century new techniques spanned from automated moulding 
to continuous tunnel kilns (now the norm) with increasingly sophisticated steam power of 
production. These made possible the urban building booms of the Victorian era. 

Figure 13: Bricks and ‘bots’ – evolution of automated brickmaking  

  

Source: The Practical brick and tile book, 1880. Dobson, Edward, LHS; Measham plant robotics, Forterra, RHS  

 

How ‘green’ was my valley 

A greener form of power used regularly around the turn of the last century was gravity in 
aerial ropeways. These carried clay or shale from quarries if they were immediately adjacent 
to the brickworks. The last operational example in the UK serves Forterra’s plant at 
Claughton in Lancashire. It was opened in 1924 and the continuous wire loop is powered 
ingeniously by gravity. The quarry is higher up the valley where the buckets are filled, then 
gravity does the work; when they are emptied they obviously weigh less and a powered back 
up the slope by the heavier loads coming down. 

The mechanism has been denoted as a Transport Heritage Site.  

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=LROnI7tKbYsC&pg=PA1&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
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    Figure 14: Letting gravity do the work 

  

Source: The Practical brick and tile book, 1880, Edward Dobson, LHS; Forterra, RHS  

 

An iconic material – in the minds of planners, not just historians and linguists 

A fundamental part of our investment case is our view that brick is and will continue not only 
to be the iconic material associated with housebuilding but is symbolic of housing itself. It is 
even imbued in our language: we invest in “bricks and mortar” when we buy property; 
progress that is interrupted “hits a brick wall” rather than one built of any other material; items 
“fall like a brick”.  

To Dobson’s references to the Old Testament can be added probably the greatest builder 
among Roman emperors, Hadrian, who reigned from AD 117 - 138 . After the city had been 
ravaged by a fire he urged the population to rebuild Rome “brick by brick, my fellow citizens, 
brick by brick”. 

The near-embedding of brick in English language and culture has tangible consequence, in 
our view: planning authorities overwhelmingly prefer or even insist on brick cladding, in 
particular for low-rise housing. Brick has been used in Britain since the Romans and 
irrespective of advances in technology, we believe it continues to be the cladding of choice.   
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